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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observables</th>
<th>Generators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArgoNeuT</td>
<td>GENIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBooNE</td>
<td>NEUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINERvA</td>
<td>NUANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUWRO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Smaller neutrino energy
→ smaller difference between NuWro and others (FZ?)

Why does NUANCE have so many protons?
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NUANCE has more protons
Than other MCs
1. For higher neutrino energy NuWro has less protons than other Monte Carlo. Probably reason is formation zone which in NuWro model depends on a formation zone.

2. Why there is so many protons in NUANCE?

3. In such simple observable Monte Carlo should have better agreement...
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Summary

1. On the comparison an agreement between generators is good, but not excellent.

2. Probably the weakest point of each MC is nucleon cascade.

3. More comparison between generators and looking for reasons of disagreement may be helpful.

We should go deeper...
OBRIGADO!
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